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Forthcoming Papers 
Future issues will include the following papers 
AWLSWEDE, R. and KnACHATRIAN, L. H., Toward Characterising Equality in 
Correlation Inequalities 
ANSTEE, R. P., Forbidden Configurations: Induction and Linear Algebra 
BROOKSBANK, P. A., Transversal Greedoids 
CAMERON, P. J. and FON-DER-FLAASS, D. G., Orbits of Antichains Revisited 
CAMERON, P. J. and FON-DER-FLAASS, D. G., Bases for Permutation Groups 
and Matroids 
CHEN, G., SCHELP, R. H. and SHREVE, W. E., A New Game Chromatic 
Number 
CHOI, S.-Y., Large Maximal (0, 1, 2 .... , t)-cliques of the q-analog of the 
Johnson Graph 
CLARKE, R. J. and FOATA, D., Eulerian Calculus, III" the Ubiquitous Cauchy. 
Formula 
DEL FRA, A., PASn~I, A. and SHPECrOROV, S., Geometries with Bi-affine and 
Bi-linear Diagrams 
DELHOMME, C., Proprietes de Projection des Graphes ans Triangle ni Carte 
DE RES~fl~X, M. J. and HAMILTON, N., Hyperovals and Unitals in Figueroa 
Planes 
DicraE, G. A., Twice Q-polynomial Distance-regular G aphs are Thin 
DRAPAL, A., Generating Free Groups by Loop Translations 
EPa)Os, P., SARK0ZY, A. and SOs, V. T., On Product Representations of 
Powers, I
GOLDBACH, R. W. and CLAASEN, H. L., The Structure of Imprimitive 
Non-symmetric 3-class Association Schemes 
G~GORAC, R. J., A General 3-4-5 Puzzle 
HASmL, A. M. and GORDON, I. P., Planar Decomposition of Tableaux and 
Schur Function 
HARTMAm~, M., S~n)ER,  H. and SCHNEIDER, M. H., Integral Bases and 
p-Twisted Graphs 
HEGYVARI, N., Complete Sequences in N 2 
HIGMAN, D. G., Strongly Regular Designs of the Second Kind 
HmAKI, A., Distance-regular Subgraphs in a Distance-regular G aph, I
I-hRAIO, A., Distance-regular Subgraphs in a Distance-regular G aph, II 
IMRXCH, W., KLAVL~,R, S. and VESEL, A., Recognizing Halved Cubes in a 
Constant Time Per Edge 
INert'H, R., Regularities on the Cayley Graphs of Groups of Linear Growth 
JOHNSON, K. W. and SEHGAL, S. K., The 2-characters of a Group and the 
Group Determinant 
KATgIEL, J., Permutations a Minimal Powers of a Single-cycle Class-sum 
KLAZAR, M., On abab-free and abba-free Set Partitions 
McGoi~mESS, ., Greedy Clique Decompositions and the Turan Numbers 
METSCH, K., A Characterization f Grassmann Graphs 
MEVEROWrrz, A., Maximal Intersecting Families 
SABIDUSSl, G., Graphs without Dead Ends 
TAY, T.-S., WHrrE, N. and WHrrELEY, W., Skeletal Rigidity of Simplicial 
Complexes, I 
TAY, T.-S., WHITE, N. and WHITELEY, W., Skeletal Rigidity of Simplicial 
Complexes, II 
TERWILL1GER, P., Kite-free Distance-regular G aphs 
WELKER, V., On the Cohen-Macaulay-connectivity of Supersolvable Lat- 
tices and the Homotopy Type of Posets 
YAMAKAZI, N., Distance-regular G aphs with (x) -- 3 * Ka÷l 
ZHOU, H., Inequalities for Intersecting Antichain 
